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FOCUS THROUGH THE DECADES

1960s

DONALD LEE, 1965–1966
As the first editor of Focus, Donald Lee ushered in an ambitious era, where readers enjoyed news and features about Andrews University on a bimonthly basis. Lee, who served as director of public relations at
Andrews for several years prior to becoming editor of Focus, was the first individual to hold down both
positions (a feat that was matched by many succeeding editors). Lee took a leave of absence (which eventually became permanent) from public relations and Focus, when he went to work on doctoral studies at
Peabody College in Nashville, Tenn.
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HORACE SHAW, 1966–1971
Horace J. Shaw became editor of Focus following a 17-year teaching career in both the speech and
religion departments at Andrews. Shaw’s official title, “director of public relations and development
and executive secretary of the AU Alumni Association,” suggests that he was a busy man, taking on
the equivalent of one part-time and three full-time positions by today’s standards. Remembered as
“Uncle Horace” because of his uncanny resemblance to American icon Uncle Sam, Shaw would guide
the magazine into the early 1970s.
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FORTY YEARS, COVER TO COVER

1965
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FORTY YEARS, COVER TO COVER
Since 1965, long-time Focus readers have glimpsed over 180 covers—photos and illustrations that
help to communicate the essence
of an issue. Focus covers represent
a rich artistic tradition—dazzling
photography, original painting,
textured drawing, contemporary
collages and, more recently, eyepopping digital imaging.
From my experience, the decisions
that determine an issue’s cover
can be simultaneously trying and
triumphant, painful and pleasing,
critical and creative. Some covers
come easily, some are obvious and
others take special inspiration.
And, naturally, some fall flat.
Perhaps you’ve missed out on one
or two Focus covers over the
years? Fret no more; we’ve literally got you “covered!” This centerfold compilation of all the covers
in the magazine’s history captures
the changing times, tastes and
technologies that Focus has lived
through. Enjoy! ID
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1970s

OPAL HOOVER YOUNG, 1971–1977
Opal Hoover Young arrived at EMC in 1920 and immediately joined the Student Movement staff to
begin her long career of writing for her school and alma mater. She returned to EMC from 1935 to
1939 as English teacher and faculty sponsor of the Student Movement. Later, her alumni news page in
the SM blossomed into a full-blown alumni magazine. Hoover Young established the longest-running
editorial tenure in FOCUS history, serving as managing editor from 1966 to 1971, and as editor from
1971 until 1977. In her farewell editorial, Hoover Young noted: “FOCUS began as a four-page journal. I
leave it in its 11th year a forty-four page journal.” She believed that a good editor would look forward
to exciting developments. “The prow of the boat where one faces the spray from the future is always
the most exciting position,” she noted. “One should leave it only occasionally for a look at the furrow
at the stern to note from whence we came.” Of her own editorship, Hoover Young said, “Other hands
will take up where I leave off, but none will administer the work with more love and dedication....”
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CHRIS ROBINSON, 1977–1982
Chris Robinson edited Focus from 1977 until 1982. Robinson’s editorship was marked by an engagement in the academic, theological and social issues of the time period. Robinson was also the first editor to gauge reader interests with a comprehensive questionnaire. Among the survey’s conclusions he
chronicled in his first issue, Robinson noted that readers “apparently would like to see more emphasis
on personalities and alumni news” and that such topics as “religion,” “medicine and health,” “industries and student work opportunities,” “physical fitness,” and “occupational training” were of particular interest to readers. In an article celebrating the first 15 years of Focus (Fall issue 1979), Robinson
comments on the expanding content of the magazine: “We have tried to draw a still wider circle to
encompass the many facets of campus life—including events and topics of concern to alumni, parents,
friends and students.”
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1980s

ANDREA STEELE, 1983–1985
After serving as an assistant editor of the Lake Union Herald for six years, Andrea Steele came to
Andrews as both director of public relations and editor of Focus. Steele’s editorial policy aimed for widespread university coverage. “I wanted to try to include something in every issue for all the various areas
of the university—students, faculty, staff, alumni,” says Steele. “I saw the university as a whole, with all
these parts contributing to the success of students, the making of memories, the creating of history for
Andrews.” Steele is especially grateful to her full-time colleagues at public relations, Rebecca May, Mark
Driskill, and Ron Knott, who contributed so much and “were so supportive with Focus.” Since leaving
Andrews in1985, Steele has worked for Adventist World Radio in Guam, Germany and England. She is currently employed at Avondale College in Australia, where she serves as “director of first impressions” for
the college.
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JANE THAYER, 1985–1991
A teaching and freelance writing background prepared Jane Thayer for her work as editor of Focus and
director of public relations beginning in 1985. As editor, Thayer sought to highlight excellence at
Andrews. “We tried to showcase programs, research, and faculty, students and alumni who were outstanding in one way or another,” says Thayer. “We wanted to say that Andrews is a place of quality.”
Thayer remembers with appreciation all the wonderful writers who wrote for Focus while she was editor.
“We had many, many alumni who did articles and short pieces for us. Faculty and staff also wrote for us.”
Thayer singles out a number of those writers by name, including Randy Fishell, Madeline Johnston,
Ronald Knott, William Knott, Scott Moncrieff, Lynn Sauls, Gina Wahlen, and Kit Watts. Since completing
her doctorate in 1996 at Trinity International University, Thayer has served as an assistant professor of religious education and as director of the Religious Education program in the SDA Theological Seminary.
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1990s

KAREN SPRUILL, 1991–1995
Karen Spruill became editor of Focus 19 years after having been a student worker in the public
relations office during Opal Hoover Young’s editorial tenure. It was a legacy Karen was proud to
inherit. In the 30th anniversary issue (Winter 1994-95), Spruill described her own editorial bent:
“FOCUS is about people—the faculty, staff, students, alumni and friends of Andrews University.”
She is “proud of all the really interesting people that we discovered‚ and presented to FOCUS
readers.” Spruill says that she “tried to create a magazine that was a creative showcase for many
worthwhile lives—enticing to look at, and highly readable.” Since leaving Andrews with a
master’s in community counseling, Spruill has worked as a counselor, consultant and coauthor
(A Survivor’s Guide to Breast Cancer, New Harbinger, 2000). She is currently a consultant in
communications and marketing for three companies in Florida, where she also resides.
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DOUGLAS JONES, 1995–2000
An English professor at Andrews from 1980 until becoming director of university relations in 1996,
Doug Jones brought an artistic eye and literary sensibility to the university magazine. Recalling his
tenure, however, Jones is especially “proud of the news coverage” under his editorship. He says, “I
think we were able to tell our readers a lot about what makes Andrews tick. My colleagues Jack
Stenger and Monise Hamilton in their capacities of news editors provided a thoughtful and accurate
record of Andrews news and issues. Our teamwork—and Patricia Spangler’s incredible help—that went
into each issue will always make me glad that I had the chance to edit Focus.” Beyond capturing and
reporting university news, Jones believed Focus could “inspire and entertain.” “I wanted EMC/AU
alumni to think fondly of their days on campus and be proud of their school,” says Jones, who is a
professor in the department of teaching and learning in the School of Education.
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2000s

IVAN DAVIS, 2002–PRESENT
While preparing this special issue, I enjoyed leafing through past issues of FOCUS, corresponding with past
editors, and reflecting on the legacy of FOCUS and the work of those who came before me. Like previous
editors, I am extremely grateful to have worked with excellent staff writers like Katie Shaw and Beverly
Stout; talented student writers like Marjorie Frakes, and Lynette Struntz; and an amazing designer, Matt
Hamel. Most of all, I’ve benefited from the tireless and committed work of Pat Spangler, my assistant editor, who has been a generous mentor, colleague and friend.... Recently, I shared the following editorial
goals with my colleagues in university advancement: FOCUS must cultivate a nostalgia for our readership’s
unifying history—the shared experiences of being students, of growing intellectually and spiritually while
at Andrews. The magazine should remind readers of the best of what they experienced here, and assure
them that these experiences continue.... Thanks for reading! ID
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